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IN THE COURT OF ApPEAL.

Before THE MASTER OF THE ROLLS AND LORDS JUSTICES FARWELL AND

HAMILTON.

October 29th, 1912.

YEATMAN v. L. HOMBERGER & CO.

j)(tssing o/f.-Innocent use of fancy name "T.'s" for JJort wine shipped by
A.D.T.-Jlistake.-Ad1nission of Plaintiffs' ri,ght.-Disclaimer of intention
to repeat before writ.-Offer of uruiertakinqc--Offer insufficient.-InJ·unction

granted.

3 E

In, September 1911 the Defendants, the executors of L.H., a wine merchant,
who died in Jttly 1911, issued a large nurnbcr of Circulars offering under
vintage ports "Taylor's" 1908 vintage at 27s. per dozen. " Taylor's" had
been used by inadvertence instead of "A. D. Taylor's" by a son of L.H., ioho
manaqed the business for the executors. A. D. Taylor was in fact the shipper

15 of the wine mentioned in the List. It ioas admitted that " Taylor's" in con
nection with port wine denoted to the trade and public the urine of the Plaintiffs,
a firm of port wine shippers, only. The Defendants issued an amended Price
List in which" Taylor's" uias altered to ".L4. D. Taylor's." They disclaimed
any right to use the word "Taylor's," and were willing to undertake while

20 carrying on business not to use "Taylor's" except in connection w'ithwine
shipped by the Plaintiffs, and paid 40s. into Court as damages; but they in
effect declined to make an apology for publication in the Trade papers. The
Plaintiffs notuiithstandinq issued a uirii claiming an injunction to restrain
the Defendants from selling or passing off under the name of " Tasflor's" port

25 wine not imported by the Plaintiffs, delivery UjJ, and other relief. After action
the executors transferred the business to a limited Company. Held, by Eve J.
at the trial, that there was a cause of action at the issue of the writ, and that
the issue of the Circular not being an isolated act the damaqee for which could
be measured on its commission, the Plain tiffs were entitled to expect the Defend-

ao ants to offer to do somethinq to counteract or stay the further effect of their
offer, which t~ey had not done. An injunction was granted, but its operation
ioas suspended for six weeks to enable the Defendants to make p'roper reparation

to the Plaintiffs. 171e Defendants appealed,

10
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Held, that there was a cause of action when the writ icae issued, and the
Defendants ought to have done somethinq to neutralise the effect of the issue of
the Circulars ; and that there wets jurisdiction to qrant. an injunction, but, as
since the trial before Eve J., a notice had been issued correctinq the error in the
Price List of September 1911, and the Iiespandents by their Counsel consenting, 5
the appeal would be dismissed with costs and the injunction diecharoed, the Order
being that the Appellants pay the costs of the appeal.

The Plaintiffs were an old-established firm of port wine shippers, and carried
on business at Oporto, in the Republic of Portugal, their present style being
Taylor, Fladqate and Yeatman. They alleged that their business dated back 10
to the year 1692, and had been carried on in unbroken succession, but for the
change of partners, down to the present day; that in 1816 the style of the
Plaintiffs' firm became Uarnpbell, Bowden and Taylor, and in 1826 the name of
the firm became Joseph Taylor &; 00., and ever since that date the name
" Taylor" had been prominent in connection with the sale of the Plaintiffs' 15
goods; that from 1840 onwards the port wine shipped by the Plaintiffs had
been 'known' to the trade and to the public as " Taylor's," the term" Taylor's" in
connection with port wine denoting, and being commonly understood to denote,
the wine of the Plaintiffs and none other. 'I'hey alleged that the Defendants,
who were wine merchants at 161 New Bond Street, London, had passed off port 20
wine not produced and shipped by the Plaintiffs as and for the Plaintiffs' port
wine by the wrongful description of such other wine as " Taylor'S," particularly
by selling, on the 29th of September 1911, three bottles of port wine, not of the
Plaintiffs' importation, to Henry H. Corke. The Defendants had. issued a Circular
entitled" List of Specialities," and being a selection or selections from their Price 25
List of wines, in which, under the heading of " Vintage Ports," appeared (inter
alia) the words and figures fo llowing :-

VINTAGE PORTS.

N Price per
o. Vintage. Bottling year. doz. bottles.

471 Taylor's 1908 1910 27s. 30
The words and figures were, the Plaintiffs alleged, wrongfully used by the
Defendants to designate port wine not of the Plaintiffs' importation. The wine
was, they alleged, inferior in quality to that of the Plaintiffs, and was offered
for sale and sold at a figure considerably lower than that at which the corres
ponding vintage of the Plaintiffs' wine would be sold. This" List of Speciali- 35
~, ties" was in circulation in the month of September 1911, when it first came
to the knowledge of the Plaintiffs.

On the 13th of October 1911 the Plaintiffs commenced an action against the
Defendants, claiming :-(1) An injunction to restrain the Defendants, their
servants and agents, from selling or exposing for sale or advertising for sale or 40
procuring to be sold, under the name of " Taylor" or " Taylor's," any port wine
not being port wine imported by the Plaintiffs, and from in any way passing
off or causing to be passed off port wine not of the Plaintiffs' importation as
and for the Plaintiffs' port wine. (2) Delivery up of all wine lists, circulars
and other advertisements describing wine not being wine of the Plaintiffs' 45
importation as 'It Taylor's" port wine or H Taylor's" vintage port, (3) Damages
or (alternatively) an account of profits.

Ludioiq Homberger, who died on the 19th of July 1911, and whose will was
proved on the 16th of September 1911, carried on business at 161, New Bond
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Street, and appointed Dr. Otto Oberlander, (lharles Nordon and Sam Baer, execu
tors and trustees, and authorised them, within twel ve calendar months after his
death, to convert his business into a limited Company, as they should think fit.
By an Agreement, dated the 16th of November 1911, the good will and assets

5 of the business were, pursuant to the directions contained in the will, sold to
Homberqer & 00. Ld., and the Defendants, who were no longer carrying on any
business as wine merchants, denied the alleged passing-off and did not admit
that their user of the word "Taylor" had deceived or was, in the circum
stances, calculated to deceive the trade or the public, or that by reason of the

10 premises the Plaintiffs had suffered any damage whatever. The Defendants
alleged that they had used -the word" 'I'aylor " by inadvertence for the name
H Alexander D. Tauior;" who was in fact the shipper, and without any thought
of the Plaintiffs, or any idea that the Plaintiffs would be, or would feel,
aggrieved; and that as soon as the Defendants were aware that the Plaintiffs

15 objected to the use of the word" Taylor" the Defendants at once took steps to
secure that such use should cease, and that in all further Circulars referring to
or advertisements of the wine in question the name :" Alexander D.Taylor n

should be used. The Defendants, so long as they were carrying on the business;
were ready and willing, and they offered, to undertake not to use the 'word

20 "Taylor" alone in connection with port wine except to describe goods shipped
by the Plaintiffs, and they wrote letters in that sense to the Plaintiffs on the 4th
and 10th of October 1911. The Defendants admitted selling, as a result of the
Circular, five bottles of the port wine, and with a denial of liability brought
40s. into Court to satisfy the Plaintiffs' claim.

The action came on for trial before Mr. Justice Eve on the 11th of June 1912,
when his Lordship decided that there was a cause of action at the issue of the
writ and that the issue of the Circular not being an isolated act the damages
for which could be measured on its commission, the Plaintiffs were entitled to
expect the Defendants to offer to do something to counteract or stay the further

30 effect of their offer, which they had not then done. An injunction was granted,
but its operation was suspended to enable the Defendants to make proper
reparation to the Plaintiffs (ante page 361).

Since the date of the judgment the Defendants, as they stated, out of respect
for the learned Judge's observations and not because they considered they were

35 under any legal obligation to do so, had issued a correction slip to be attached to
the Price Lists of L. Hornberger &- Coc Ld, and sent to each of their customers
who received the Circular of which complaint was originally made, such slip
being in the following terms :-" In a List issued in September 1911 No. 471
" was referred to as 'Taylor's.' It should have been described as 'Alex. D.

40 '" Taylor's' as it has in all subsequent Lists." As a fact this slip, which was
issued about the 14th of June 1912, had been submitted to the Plaintiffs'
solicitors, but not approved by them in the actual form in which it was
sent out.

By their notice of appeal, dated the 2nd of July 1912, the Defendants gave
45 notice of intention to move that the judgment of Eve J. in the action might be

reversed and the action dismissed, and that the Plaintiffs might be ordered to
pay to the Defendants their costs of the action and occasioned by the appeal; or,
in the alternative, that the judgment might be reversed save in so far as it
directed payment out of Court to the Plaintiffs of the sum of 40s. paid into

50 Court by the Defendants and save in so far as it related to payment by the
Defendants of the Plaintiffs' 'Costs of the action up to the date of such payment
into Court, and that in lieu thereof the Plaintiffs might be ordered to pay to the
Defendants their costs of the action from the date of such payment into Court
and occasioned by the appeal.

3 E 2
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The appeal came on for hearing on the 29th of October 1912 before COZENS..
HARDY M.R. and FARWELL and HAMILTON L.JJ.

Astbury K.C. and F. H. Maugham (instructed by Nordon and Drury)
appeared for the Appellants; P. O. Lawrence K.C. and Ward Ooldridge
(instructed by Monier- Wiltiams, Robinson and Milroy) appeared for the 5
Respondents.

Astbury K.C., for the Appellants, referred to the facts and to the circum
stances under which the Oircular or Price List containing "Taylor's Vintage
" 1908" was issued in September 1911 and to the letters and interviews
between the solicitors for the Respondents and Appellants before the 10
issue of the writ in the action, and continued :-The writ was issued
against the Defendants as a Company, but the action is really against the three
executors of Ludwig Homberqer, It is admitted that ,,' Taylor's" port without
anything else would denote Taylor, Fladgate and Yeatman's port. Sidney
Hornberger, employed by the Defendants as their manager, found in th~ cella~ 15
a stock card of his late father's upon which there appeared "Taylor s 1908
"Vintage." Alexander D. Taylor's was the only port he had ever stocked,
and Sidney Homberqer put" Taylor's " instead of "Alexander D. Taylor's" on
the first Circular sent out about t\VO months after LlI.Jdwig Hornberger's death.
There is no question of the honesty or bona fides of the Defendants or their 20
manager. There was no cause of action at the date of the writ. Except
upon a trap order only t\VO bottles of this port wine were sold in response
to the Circular, and these were sold to a gentleman who did not make
any objection when an invoice was sent to him for the wine describing
it as "Alexander D. Taylor's port." It is admitted that in this case no 25
damage has been caused by Sid1~ey Hornberger's slip. An injunction is
a serious matter, and this process has never been used against people
innocent at the date of the writ. [FARWELL' L.J. referred to Llandudno
Urban Council v, Woods L.R. (1899) 2 Oh. 705, per Oozens-Hardy J. at page
710.] The Defendants are sued as executors, and in the capacity in which they 30
are sued they ceased to have any interest in the business from the 16th of
November 1911, when the goodwill and assets of the business were sold to
L. Homberqer &- 00. Ld. In the next Circular, which was sent out by the
limited Company, the mistake was corrected and this wine described as
"Alexander D. Taylor'S port." It is not the practice of the Oourt to grant 35
injunctions against people who have not threatened or intend to do a wrong-
ful act. In this case the injunction ought not to have been granted against the
Defendants eight months after they had ceased to have any control of the
testator's business. None of them have any practical knowledge of the wine
trade, and men of their position do not wish it to go out to the world that they 40
have been guilty of the fraudulent act of passing-off. If there was no cause of
action at the date of the issue of the writ there could be no valid claim for
damages made against them. The action ought to have been dismissed with
costs from the time the 40s. was pai.d into Court, The learned Judge is not
correct in saying that the Defendants had not, after the letter of the 10th of 45
October 1911, abandoned any intention of persisting in the conduct of which
the Plaintiffs complained. It is erroneous to assert that a person who has been
g~ilty of an unintentional act is liable to a mandatory order to compel him to
WIthdraw what he has done. [FARWELL L.J.-'fhis is not a case of an isolated
act.] [COZENS-HARDY M.R.-The Defendants were sued as persons carrying 50
on the business.] To offer to sell hats of a fash'ionable maker at a low price
gives rise to no cause of action. In deference to the learned Judge's remarks,
the Defendants have sent out a slip correcting the statement complained of and
corrected Price Lists have been issued, As I understand, t4e injunction i§
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operative but it is suspended during the hearing of the appeal. [.B'ARWELL L.J.
A plaintiff is as much injured by an innocent passing-off. as by a fraudulent
act.] The Court will not grant an injunction against honourable men who state, as
the Defendants have stated, that they will never do the act complained of again.

5 [HAMILTON L.J.-What is the difference between a verbal offer by a traveller
week by week and this case?] The travellers are doing a fresh act every time
they call, and a Circular from a firm is not a continuing offer. If an order came
as a result of the Circular the Defendants would say that it was sent out in
error and that they do not supply this port. The cause of action is not the sale,

10 but the damage done by sending out the Circular. At law sending out a
Circular innocently would not, before the Judicature Act, have been a legal
wrong. There must have been an actual passing-off or fraudulent intention.
Equity will restrain a person who, at the date of the writ, threatens and intends
to do an act injurious to another's rights. There was no continuing offer by

15 the Defendants after the 16th of ~ovember 1911, because they ceased then to have
any connection with the business. In Millington v, Fox (3 My. & Cr. 338)
Lord Oottenham L.C. granted the injunction because the letter was received after
the filing of the Bill instead of, as here, before writ. [COZENS-HARDY M.R.
At the date of the writ the defendants in that case had given up the steel

20 business.] This case is substantially the same as that. The letter of the 4th of
October 1911 amounted to an entire abandonment of any claim to do the act
complained of. If the Court knows that no injury could result there is no right
in the plaintiff to an injunction (Attorney-General v. Birmingham, Tame and
Rea DrainarJe Board L.R. (1910) 1 Ch. 4t;). In Oolls v. Home and Colonial

25 Stores Ld. L.R. (190!) A.C. 179, Lord Macnaqhien (at page 192) and Lord
Lindley (at page -~12) stated that no injunction should be granted where the
defendant has not acted in a high-handed manner and the damages would be
small, and in the earlier case of Sheller v. Oity of London Electric Lighting
Oompany (L.R. (1895) 1 Ch. 287 at page 322) A. L. Smith. L.,J. stated the rules

30 as to when damages may be given in substitution for an injunction. Each
Division of the Court has tull power apart from Lord Cairns' Act to give
either an injunction or damages (Sayers v. Oollyer L.R. 28 C.D. 103, 108). An
injunction is not granted where damages are the proper remedy (per Lindley
L.J. in London and Blackwall Railway Company v. Gross, L.R. 31 Col). 35:1

35 at page 369). It is an afortiori case to that where there has never been a
threatening or intending. The right had been established at law in Imperial
Gas Light and Coke Company v, Broadbent (7 H.L. Cas. 600). The Order
appealed from does not deal with a continuing offer in the Defendants' Circular
but is directed against acts in the future, A trader may offer to sell goods at

40 any price, per Stirling J. in Ajello v, Worsley (L.R. (1898) 1 Ch. 274). The
action ought never to have been brought, and at 1110st was an action for
damages.

Maugham followed for the Appellants.-The point as to the Circulars is " a
" lawyer's point." It was never suggested before action that the Defendants

45 should do anything to counteract the error. The Court should come to the
conclusion that there was an abandonment of any intention to pass off the
Defendants' port as that of the Plaintiffs. A cause of action in respect of
trade libel is not raised by the pleadings.

P.O. Lawrence K.C. and Ward Coldridqe for the Respondents were not
50 called upon to argue.

COZENS-I-IARDY .211.R.-Mr. Lawrence, you have seen the notice which the
Defendants have issued?

Lawrence K.C.-I have not seen the actual notice, but I have seen the
wording of it.
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COZE~s-HARDY M.R.-Not in the least affecting your rights as to costs, or
anything else; are you content with it ?

Lauirence K.C.-Yes.
COZENS-HARDY M.R.-That being so you will consent, I~suppose, to what

the learned Judge suggested in the Court below, namely, that if a proper docu- :>
ment was sent out the injunction should not go.

Lawrence K.C. consented.
COZENS-HARDY M.R.-This is an appeal from the decision of Mr. Justice

Eve, and raises a point which is said to be of importance and difficulty-as to
whether there was any right of action at all on the part of the Plaintiffs at the 10
date when the writ was issued, and whether the learned Judge was wrong in
granting an injnnction.

'I'he facts are not complicated, and not difficult to state in a few words. The
Defendants, L. Homberqer & 00., were, at the material dates in question, carry-
ing on the business of wine merchants. It is quite uni.mportant that they were 15
executors of the late Mr. Homberqer, They issued a Circular, of which they
issued 35,000 copies, and in that they made a statement which, in language
intelligible to all in the trade and to such members of the public as may have
had dealings with first-class wine, meant that they were selling, offering for
sale, ready to sell, the Plaintiffs' wine, which is known as 'Taylor's Port," 20
under the number 471, at 27s. a dozen. Was that which they were
offering under that number the Plaintiffs' well-known wine? Clearly
not. It was a wine of altogether a different class. I will say no more
about it than that it was not a first-class port at all: it was a wine of altogether
different kind-a wine shipped, not by the well- known "Taylors," but by a 25
Mr. Alexander D, T'aulor, I t appears that in the time of the late Mr. Homberqer
he had supplied this wine, but he carefully sold it as " Alexander D. Taqjlor'«,'
After his death, when the Defendants were carrying on the business for a time,
they issued the 35,000 copies of this Circular. They say, and it is true, that
they, as in.Ii vid uals, know no more about the wine trade than I do, but they of 30
course employed a manager, and the manager they employed was young Mr.
Homberqer, who issued this Circular. He said it was an inadvertence; possibly
it was. So far as actual mala .fides is concerned that may be so, but there are
one or two things to which I think it only right to call attention. On the
29th of September Messrs, Restell, who apparently were the firm who had sold 35
this wine to Homberqers, wrote to them :--" Dear Sirs,-We have had our
" attention drawn to your Circular just issued, in which you quote the follow-
" ing :-' Xo, 471. B Taylor's " 1908, bottled 1~l10, at 27s. per dozen.' The wine
" universally known in the trade as 'Taylor's' could hardly be sold at this
" price, and we therefore presume that you are offering the wine purchased at 40
"our public sales on 21st April 1910, 23rd June 1910, and 17th November 1910,
"shipped by ~lr. Alexander D. Taylor. In our opinion your description is
'" incorrect and unfair to Messrs. 11ay lor , Fladqaie and Yeatman, and we
., should f'eel much obliged if you would kindly correct the description." The
person 'vho recei ved that letter kept it in his pocket; nothing was done upon 45
it at all. Then on the 3rd of October the Plaintiffs came on the scene. They
had been informed of this, and their solicitors 'v rote saying :-"We are instructed
" by our clients, Messrs, Taylor, Fladqaie &; Co., to commence an action for
" an injunction against you with reference to the insertion in your list, and
"the sale by you" of this particular port wine. "It is perfectly well known 50
"that the description or brand 'Taylor's,' or 'Taylor's Port,' is one to which
" our clients are solely entitled." 'I'hat was replied to on the 4th of October.
The solicitors said :-" We accept without question your contention that the
" description ' Taylor's' might lead to the belief that the wine covered by such
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"designation emanated from your clients' firm. In justice, however, to the
" Circular we would also mention that the wine which is offered was shipped
"by Alexander D. Taylor "-as though that were any excuse, or had any
relevance at all to the matter-" and you will observe that throughout the list

5 "of ports initials are ornitted, so that to any person knowing there were t\VO

" shippers of port named 11aylvr an impression of uncertainty would be formed
"as to which of the two was the source of the wine. We have, however,
" advised our clients, who, we may say, are quite willing to follow our advice,
"to meet the views put forward in your letter in every way, and they are

10 "taking steps to secure that in all further advertisements of the wine in
" question it shall be specified as ' Alexander D. Taylor's.' " Then they go on
to say that there is no label on the bottles they sell, only their own name,
" Homberqer & 00.," on a seal of a particular colour. That was followed by an
interview between the solicitors on one side and on the other the Defendant,

15 Mr. Nordon, being not only the solicitor to the three executors, but being him
self one of the three carrying on the business as executors. There is really not
any material difference as to what took place at that interview. At that inter
view the Plaintiffs' solicitor complained of this Circular, and said that some
thing ought to be done to neutralise, and to counteract, the effect of that untrue

20 Circular, and asked for an apology. The Defendants were ill-advised enough
not to consent to give an apology. All that they would do was that they would
undertake not to issue any further advertisement in this form. The writ was
issued on the 13th of October, after the interview of the 10th, and also the letter
of the 10th. In the letter of the 10th the Defendants said :-" We will pay you

25 "three guineas for costs, and any damages you may have incurred; we will not
" do anything more. Only two orders have been executed in pursuance of that
" advertisement, and one of those was invoiced to the person who bought
" as ' Alexander D. Taylor's.'"

Mr. Astbury contended that there was no cause of action at all vwhen the
30 writ was issued. I am entirely unable to adopt that view. A man cannot flood

the country with Circulars of this kind, containing a false statement that he is
offering as the Plaintiffs' wine that which is not the Plaintiff's' wine. He
cannot escape from the consequences of that by merely saying: "I will not
H do it again." It seems to me that he ought to do very much more than

35 that. He ought to do something to neutralise the necessary evil effect of that
'vhich was taking place by reason of the issue of these Circulars. The action
went on ; the Defence was put in, and the Defence offered an undertaking
in terms which would havo been satisfactory to the Plaintiffs. The Plaintiffs
said :-" You say you are willing to give the undertaking to the Court; if so,

40 "the action need not come to trial." 'I'hat undertaking, for sorne reason which
I do not appreciate, was in effect withdrawn ; certainly the Defendants declined
to give operation to it. Then the Defence was amended. by saying :-" We have
" sold the business now to a limited Company of the same name." That did
not lead to any further change in the position, and the action came on for trial.

45 At the trial the learnecl Judge, after hearing the explanation which the
Defendants gave, exonerated them from any personal intention to defraud.
They were really not carrying on the business in person in any real sense of
the word. He also heard Mr. Homberqer, the son, who was manager, and he
said that in one of the cases in which an order came in for" Taylor's Port" the

50 order was executed, and the invoice was sent out by the cellar people as
" Taylor's Port." He, observing that, altered it into" A. D.Taylor's " ; but he
said :-" If I had not noticed it it would have gone out as port supplied under
" the No. 471 in the terms of the Circular."
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Under those circumstances the learned Judge said, and I think he was right
in so saying :-" It is not in an action of this kind at all necessary to prove that
" which you had to prove in the old Common Law action for deceit." That of
course has been settled as long ago as, and I think even prior to, Millington v.
Fo.c, The text books are full of authority on that point, and Mr. Astbury 5
really did not question it. If the Defendants are doing that which is calculated
to deceive, if they are doing that which induces, or is calculated to induce,
people to order, as and for the Plaintiffs' wine, that which is not the Plaintiffs'
wine, and if the arrangements of their business are such that, unless one of the
principals chances to see the invoice sent out and makes a correction, the mistake. 10
will go on, and the order will be executed without any hint of a correction,
that I think is a circumstance which entitles the Plaintiffs to say :-" We must
"have an injunction."

I extremely regret that the Defendants did not see their way at a very early
stage of this case to offer such an apology as was asked for, an apology which 15
need not in the least have implied, or inferred, any fraudulent intention on
their part. Nothing would have been easier than for them to have stated the
facts truly in an apology. I regret very much that that was not done; because
if that had been done this action would not have been brought, or, if brought,
would not have been continued. The learned Judge based his judgment 20
practically, if not solely upon this :-"You have flooded the country with
'" 35,000 Circulars; you have done nothing to counteract that: I grant the
" injunction, but suspend it for six:- months in order that you may take steps in
" the mean time to give notice, or to make it quite clear, that the issue of this
" Circular was a mistake, and that you are not going to repeat it." For some 25
reason, which I do not quite understand, the parties have come here on appeal,
and they have fought this case on the point of no jurisdiction. On that point
I am quite clear that the Defendants are wrong, but I am happy to say that
since the trial before Mr. Justice l~"'ve a notice has been sent round, which has
been seen by Mr. Lawrence, which is satisfactory to him, and it is in these 30
terms :-" In a List issued in September 1911 No. 471 was referred to as
" 'Taylor's.' It should have been described as 'Alex. D. Taylor's,' as it is in
" all subsequent Lists."

That being so, although we dismiss the appeal, and dismiss it with costs, by
the consent of the Respondents, who have I think most properly given that 35
consent, the injunction will be discharged, and the only Order therefore will be
that the Appellants pay the costs of this appeal.

FARWELL L.J.-I am of the same opinion. On the facts of the case I only
desire to say this. The Defendants are the executors of a deceased wine
merchant, and are not themselves experts in the wine trade. They honestly 40
issued these 35,000 Circulars in which, unfortunately, the mistake was made of
describing a certain wine as " Taylor's" when it was not in fact "Taylor's" ;
and two orders were executed in consequence of the issue of that Circular. It
is clear therefore that there was a case for ali injunction against the parties who
had done that, and the proper remedy would be, not merely an injunction to 45
prevent anything of the kind occurring in the future, but also an injunction in
some -way or other preventing or setting right the misrepresentation which had
been so made in the Circulars already sent out.

The whole of Mr. Astbury's argument is really answered by Lord Westbury's
judgment in Edeleten v. Edelsten (1 D. J. & S. 185), a case which has perhaps 50
been cited oftener than most cases in the books, and one which I have cited
myself, and I will not repeat the observations I made upon it in Bourne
v. Swan &: Edgar Ld. (L.R. (1903) 1 Ch. 211 ; 20 R.P.C. 105).
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I will read one passage from Lord WestbtfJry's judgment :-" At law the
"proper remedy is by an action on the case for deceit; and proof of fraud
" on the part of the defendant is of the essence of the action ; but this Court
" will act on the principle of protecting property alone, and it is not necessary

5 "for an injunction to prove fraud in the defendant, or that the credit of the
"plaintiff is injured by the sale of an inferior article. The injury done
" to the plaintiff in his trade by loss of custom is sufficient to support his
" title to relief. N either will the plaintiff be depri ved of remedy in Equity,
"even if it is shown by the defendant that all the persons who bought

10 "from him goods bearing the plaintiff's Trade Mark were well aware that
" they were not of the plaintiff's manufacture. If the goods were so sup
" plied by the defendant for the purpose of being sold again in the market the
"injury to the plaintiff is sufficient. Again, it is not necessary for relief in
" Equity that proof should be given of persons having been actually deceived,

I;' "and having bought goods with the defendant's mark under the belief that they
" were the manufacture of the plaintiff, provided the Court be satisfied that the
" resemblance is such as would be likely to cause the one mark to be mistaken
" for the other."

I confess I have found it rather difficult to follow the argument that has been
20 addressed to us, because, to my mind, however honest the Defendants were,

they did not do all that they were bound to do to set right the blunder which
they had made. It was one thing to say :-" In the future we will not issue
" Circulars making this wrongful representation;" but they were bound to go
beyond that and say :-" We will do our best to cure the mistake which we

25 "have already. made."
An argument was presented to us to show that they were perfectly at liberty

if they liked to sell the Plaintiffs' port at 20 per cent. below cost price. Nobody
denies that, but that is not what they were representing, or intending to do, by
the Circular. If a man, knowing that he has no wine of the Plaintiffs', and not

30 intending to buy any wine of the Plaintiffs', or to fulfil an order for their wine
by any wine of the Plaintiffs, chooses to advertise that he can sell it at an under
value, the only inference one could draw would be an intention wrongfully to
depreciate the Plaintiffs' wine. Of course he is entitled to advertise it if he
means to sell it, but he is not entitled to advertise it intending merely to injure

35 the Plaintiffs' credit by pretending he is going to sell at a much lower price than
the Plaintiffs themselves. Any such contention as that appears to me really to
be a dangerous weapon for the Defendants, whom I have assumed to be honest
men, and men who would not do any such thing.

The result is that, in my opinion, Mr. Justice Eve's judgment was right.
40 IIAMILT,)N L.J.-I agree. The question which the appeal raises is whether

or not at the date of the writ there was a cause of action at all, or at any rate a
cause of action for which an injunction would be the proper relief.

The Circular issued by the Defendants, by an error for which they were not
personally responsible, was one which in itself was calculated to mislead the

45 public to the Plaintiffs' prejudice. That that was so was brought to the Defendants'
knowledge before the issue of the writ, and the claim of right which the
Plaintiffs made at that time is not contested in this action by the Defendants.
Under those circumstances the question which arises is the question, put in the
words of Lord Chancellor Cottenham in .IJ!lillington v. Fox, whether or not

50 there was before the commencement of the action" an entire abandonment of
,~ that which constituted the Plaintiffs' demand." If there was, the Plaintiffs
were wrong in proceeding with their action; if there was not, again in his
words, unless it gave the Plaintiffs "everything which they did or could ask
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" for by the suit" they were warranted in proceeding with their action. That is a
question of fact. The learned Judge answered it adversely to the Defendants;
and in my opinion the evidence abundantly warranted him in so doing. He held
that the Defendants never had put themselves in the position of a defendant
who had abandoned any intention of persisting in the conduct of which the 5
Plaintiffs complained. The Defendants were asked to sign an apology in order
that that apology might be advertised-a disagr.eeable prospect for them. They
refused to do anything of the kind. They alleged as the reason that they were,
under the terms of the will of which they were executors, about to sell the
business to a private Company, and that such an advertisement would prejudice 10
the sale. I cannot help thinking, as they have persisted since the sale in not
giving any undertaking to the like effect, there was a certain amount of personal
punctilio about it, as well as, possibly, a desire not to prejudice their duty as
executors. The result was, however, that the Plaintiffs were left with no
assurance, except that which they might derive from the admitted fact that the 15
Defendants are honourable men, that if, peradventure, on the faith of the old
Circular, orders came forward for this port, they would not be executed; and
as the evidence shows that in the cellar and in the office this port was known
as "Taylor's Port," not as "A. D. Taylor's Port," there was a considerable
chance that in executing orders the attention of the manager of the business 20
might not be drawn to the individual transaction, and in the result the very
thing might happen which the action was desired to prevent, namely, the
supply of "A. D. Taylor's Port" at 27s. under the name of a different port,
" Taylor's Port," the minimum price for which was 34s.

I think therefore that the learned Judge was right in his conolusion, and that 25
the appeal fails. I am glad that Mr. Lawrence has withdrawn any desire to
uphold the injunction, but that does not affect the result of this appeal.

Lawrence K.C.-I suggest that the form of the Order should be this :-" The
" Respondents admitting that since the trial of this action the Appellants have
., caused proper steps to be taken to remedy the misstatement contained in the 30
" Circular of September 1911, and on that ground consenting to the discharge
" of the injunction granted by Mr. Justice Eve, discharge the injunction accord-
" ingly, and order the Appellants to pay the costs of, and occasioned by this
"appeal." Your Lordships will approve of that form of Order?

COZENS-HARDY M.R.-Yes. 35
Astbury K.C.-This is an appeal to obtain discharge of an injunction.

Counsel for the Respondents have assented to the injunction being discharged.
The Appellants may be in a difficulty if they desired to carry the case further
on a point of law. I submit that the long statement that is suggested as to con-
sent should not be put into the Order. 40

HAMILTON L.J.-Is it not enough, Mr. Astbury, if yon make it quite clear,
as you have done, that what Mr . .Lawrence suggests is to be without prejudice
to your right to take this case to the House of Lords?

Astbury K.C.-That is all I want.
HAMILTON L.J.-You have got that.
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